CDH + Grads: What does the CDH offer graduate students?
The Center for Digital Humanities (CDH) is an interdisciplinary research center that brings together researchers, students, teachers and software developers to engage in technical and scholarly innovation.

**SAVE THE DATE: October 11th, CDH’s Ada Lovelace Day Graduate Student Mixer**

Consultations

Do you have an idea for a DH project, but don’t know how to make it a reality? Schedule a one-on-one **consultation** with a CDH staff researcher by writing to cdh-consults@princeton.edu.

Funding

Offered each semester, **Seed Grants** (up to $1,000) support early stages of a DH project. Funds can be used for needs such as hiring assistants for data gathering or technical development. **Fall deadline for Seed Grants is 10/15/18.** **Travel Grants** (rolling deadline; up to $1,000) support attendance at off-campus DH workshops, summer schools or conferences. **Dataset Curation Grants** (Spring deadline; up to $5,000) are for projects that demonstrate significant need for data collection, modeling, and curation. **Schedule a consultation and see the CDH website for grant details.**

Workshops & DH Trainings

The CDH hosts **workshops** specifically for graduate students, often in collaboration with the Graduate School, Career Services and McGraw Center for Teaching and Learning. We can also advise on the popular **DH summer programs and professional conferences** take place in the US, Canada and Europe. **See our website for a calendar of events.**

Grad Caucus

The **Graduate Student Caucus** is the CDH’s forum for grad-specific concerns and collaborations. The caucus hosts a regularly scheduled “collaboratory” for developing projects and co-writing with a community of peers. To get involved, email Caucus president, Miranda Marraccini (mcm5@princeton.edu).
Graduate Fellows in Digital Humanities

Graduate students can become part of the CDH Graduate Fellow cohort and spend a semester exploring a particular DH research topic or professional skill in-depth. No previous experience with DH necessary. **Fellowships for Spring 2019 will be announced during Fall 2018.**

Dissertation Prize

The **DH Dissertation Prize** recognizes exceptional doctoral work with a digital humanities component. Applications for the 2018 prize are due September 30th. See website for more details.

Campus Employment Opportunities

The CDH hires graduate students for part-time work. **Graduate Assistants** are DH apprentices who assist with the ins and outs of running a busy DH center. **Project Managers** work closely with faculty and CDH staff to manage and coordinate the work of sponsored project teams. Contact Rebecca Munson (rmunson@princeton.edu) if you are interested.

Reading Group

The CDH reading group meets monthly over lunch to discuss a pertinent DH topic. In 2018-2019 our topic is “Collections as Data,” focusing on how library collections can be leveraged for computational research. **Reading Group Meetings:** 9/26, 10/10, 10/24, 11/14, 12/5, 2/13, 3/6, 3/27

Year of Data

The Center for Digital Humanities is excited to launch **Year of Data**, a campus-wide initiative that will take place during the 2018-2019 academic year. We will host a series of events to encourage critical thinking about how data shapes our research, teaching, and daily lives.

Our programming kicks off with our **Open House on September 24.** Attend the **Ada Lovelace Day Graduate Student Mixer on October 11th** to meet new people and celebrate the start of an exciting academic year. Be sure to join us for our **keynote address by Dr. Safiya Noble, author of Algorithms of Oppression, on December 6.** For full event details visit our website (cdh.princeton.edu/year-of-data).

Come visit anytime! Firestone Library, B Floor
Questions? Email Rebecca Munson (rmunson@princeton.edu)